ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

Authors and Editors sometimes do not realize that all material in BIORHEOLOGY is photographically reduced by twenty-five per cent from the originally typed manuscript page. In such instances, the Authors did not allow for this reduction when deciding on the size of their figures. For this reason, it has become necessary that, in order to clarify this matter for the future, the Instructions to Authors under point 11 are amended as follows:

"As typed manuscripts are photographically reduced by 25% to reach the final journal page size, lettering and diagrams should be large enough to allow for this, but figures should not occupy more space than necessary. They should not be pasted in..." etc.

The Publisher needs to receive from the Authors of each accepted communication the completed copyright and reprint order forms. Accordingly, the Instructions to Authors have been amended by the following paragraph:

"III. Completion of Copyright and Reprint Order Forms

These forms will be sent to Authors by Editors when a manuscript is accepted for publication. The Author must then forward without delay the completed forms to the Executive Editorial Office (EEO) in order to insure most rapid publication of the accepted communication. The reprint order form always has to be submitted, even if no reprints are ordered."

Both completed forms will have to be sent to the BIORHEOLOGY Executive Editorial Office, which I am directing at Polytechnic Institute of New York, 333 Jay Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA.

This amendment should make it clear to the Authors that they must submit these two forms soon after they receive from the Editor the notification of the acceptance of their manuscript for publication.

Another change was made in the Instructions to Authors:

"PUBLICATION LANGUAGES: Preferably English. Each communication in another language must have, above its title, the translated title into English. All Papers must have an abstract in English, with the exception of Brief Communications. In the event an Author wishes to publish a Paper in a language other than English, he will need to submit his communication to one of our Editors who knows this foreign language well and is willing to act as the Editor of the communication in this language."
In our last double issue (Volume 16, Numbers 1/2) Figures on pages 60, 87 and 88 have been inadvertently printed the wrong way round. These errors originated with the printers and I join the Publishers in apologies for these errors.

Alfred L. Copley
Editor-in-Chief